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0,  Introduction 
l .ei ; \  be adnlissiblc. :.llld as ttStl;iJ. ;'.rite 7'~ :- : .... f-'t,A. In this paper  we 
Conl inl le l i l t  ill'.cstig;lliOI1 of sels A for which la~lgti~/ge.~ SllOlloci till.ill 7 A ;.trc 
_x;-con~pacl. which was con lmcnecd  ill Cut land [4]. Wc  ure interesled here 
particulm'ly in s t reng ihen ings  in whic;; we i l - foundedness  can be expressed.  Exam-  
ples of such languages (in increasing order  of express ive power l  are: 
( l t  < x~l.. pick a " ?J x - d ist inguished b inary relat ion symbol  E. and revise tile seman-  
lies so that tile only s t rue lures  cons idered arc those in which E is wel l - founded.  
(21 .S\ tWFI:  add a l ie\\ atomic  proposi l io: la l  constant  WF.  and interpret  this 
as sayiug " 'E is we l l - founded" .  
(31 7 \<Owl1 :  t i l ls is J .x +vee l l - fou i ldedness  q t ian l i f i e r  Owi .  Wr i te  
o~i:xytlt(.t ", y). ;lilt| i i l lerprel tills as fol lows: 
;/.)~' b O ~ l  .\v(f, lx.  y I tit ~,t.t. y I: '1.t7 =-' ').i2 V & Ix .  x't 
is wel l - founded.  
(4) -1 ~<;: this is 47,<,, + ganlc quani i l ier)f - ' ,A,  i.e. we allow exlra format ion 
ru les 
V'q+3yo Vxt  3Yt  " " ' V & . (~-  xt . . . . .  x, . . ,  x'~ . . . . .  y<) ,  
ant  S in l i iar ly  vdth  "'ix,,," t -eplaehlg " ' \ ' , ," ,  Satist'aeticm is de f ined  in the usual v,a,,, 
in te rms o f  w inn ing  s l ra leg ies  fo r  an in f in i te  2-per'~on game. 
We sa)  tha i  the set +.\ is Vt-wcllhl'ounih'd cor lp ( i c f  (~ i wfc)  i f  the weakest  o f  the 
above  i:.lllgti;.lges..7' .wi:.,x. is --x'l-eonlp~let. in [4. See| ion 5] tile existence of nl:.tll\ ' 
* 1he fir.t aulhor gratel'ully ackno\~lcdgex s,apport dtlt~ill{; the i'rcparalion of this pitpCl" from an SR(" 
Smlior Vixiling Feller, ship alld a grallI l'l'Olll the Mintm+-J,uncs-llciilcnl;m-gii[iui~g of I1~iilnoxci. 
+"* Pi~pat'alh'~ll of Ihlx Vapt r l;;ll'tiall\ ,,lippOi'led bx N.g,l: f.ll':Ull s71/.153-5t1-13t)55. 
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v wfc sets was established, and a refleclion principle equivalent o x. wfc'ness 
was obtained. 
Section I is devoted to prelhninaries. We begin Section 2 with a result of 
Oikkonen which shows Ihat -X':compactness of any of the above examples il::lplies 
-V:compacmess of the others. We also preseu! some general conditions ~,ix, ing 
v wfc admissible sets: and we introduce a new class of formulas, ~l,e strict-Ill- 
Suslin formuhts, and prove a normal torn1 lenlnla thai allows as t~ improve 'lae 
reflection principle characterization given in [4]. 
We restrict ourselves in Section 3 to resoh'able admissible sets. where sharper 
results are obtained. In particular we have for resolvable A:  
{11aeorem 3.2.) If A is co,.table, then A is x_~ wfc i~l A satisfies li~-~xqh'ction. 
(1Theorem 3.5.) i f  ,,~ is "~ Wh' and :lamrallv rcs~dctd~h', tllcre is o transitice set 
B>2A.  
(Theorem 3.7.) A is 21 wti iff .A is II:imlcscribtdffc 
In Section 4 we specify to sets of the form L,,. where things are even nicer. We 
show that if L. is x '  w;c. then c~ is stable {Theorem 4.11 and in fact t~ is very large 
among the stable ordinals {Theorenl 4.3L We obtain a variety of characterizations 
of -x" 1 wfc'ness of L,. including the following: 
{Theorem 4.5.) 1.,, is x_~ ,vfc ill L,, is ": wt~'. 
(Theorem 4.6.) !t ~ ~4 ,,~ ~r V :: L. 1he tblh,win,: ~re equir~dem 
(al L,, is 21 ~q~', 
(b) (~ is stat, le and fllere i f  13 >a wifil I.,, < :  Ltd. 
I o  these equivalents we add the following, after inq'oducing an ordinal ~," 
c~mnecled with the model theor~ of 'Jr,: 
f rheorem 4. i !.) tc t L,, -~. L . .  
(d) ¢~' is not admissihh', 
(e) ~" is not mlbh'. 
111 Section 5 \','c consider tile abstract completene,,.s question for <,w:.. .x • how 
complex is validity? Experience tells us that this question may somehow be 
connected with the question of compactness. We obtain results for ..9'}~ 'v which are 
analogous to some general results of Barwise for completeness of ~,x itTld tht2 
connection with compactness. 
Examples presented in Section 6 show that certain of o~lr re,aulls are best 
possible. We conclude in Section 7 by posing some open questions. 
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1. Preliminari~ 
Throughout he paper A will denote an admissible set: o(A) denotes the least 
ordinal not in A. A subset of A will be said to be v (over A) if it is defined over 
A by a ~-'1 formula wirt~ parameters from A. Wc say that a logic .~/'* is S~-compact 
on A [or .~'~, is v~-('omp,ct) if, whenever "l'c .~c :'~,~ is ~'~ and every A-finite subset 
of T" has a model, then T has a model, A is ~ well-founded compact (_~ wfc) if 
~F ,.~ ~,, is S~-compaet. 
We will frequently use the it~Jinitary diagram @(A) of A. formulated in J~A 
using a binary relation symbol 6 of ~7' a, which is intended to be i~terpreted as set 
membership. (Formally. the symbol 6 of ,~¢a is supposed to be distinct f rom the 
symbol of our melalanguage denoting set membership)  Thus we have 
{(  ' } 
b, ,  
where for each t~ c A, 0 is a constant symbol of ~',.x. On occasions 5)(AI will be 
used with other symbols in place of ~, 
We will write P,-<,,B to indicate that L:I is a proper end extension of A 
satisfying the same !,, sentences (with parameters from A): we say that B is a v_  
end-extension of ,a : it is a well-]'ounded 5,-end-extension if 13 is a genuine ~et. 
For any structure M and formula O(x) which is interpretable in M. we write 0 ~ 
for the set {m ~ M:  M~0[m]}: we write 0 ~x for 0 '~ . . . . . .  
We denote by L the constructible sets, and by L,, the sets constructible to stage 
t~. The least ordinal that is uncountable in L is denoted by (o]. We say that (~ is 
S~ wfc if L, is 51 wfc. 
We implicitly use the following throughout: ff (.~.'I. E) is a model of extensional- 
ity. and E is well-founded, then there is a unique transitive set B with (M. E)= 
~B. ¢) (the Mostowski collapse of (M. Eft. 
For any class of formulas Y. we say that A szttisfics Y-re.ftectimz if, whenever 
0¢  Y with parameters from A. if A>O. then there is transitive 13 ~ ,A with BkO. 
We say that c~ is Y-reflecting if L. satisfies Y-reflection 
Wc will make frequent reference to results from Barwise's book"Admissible 
Sets and Structures'. which is referred to as [AS] through,out the paper. 
Our theorems arc proved in ZFC. though usually KP+ AC+(/3) suffices, the 
principle (/3l being as follows: 
(/J) "Every well-founded relation can be ranked into the ordinals", 
More formally, this is expressed by: if R is a well-founded relation, there is a 
function ( :  '--;eld(R~ -.~, Ordinals such that R(x, y) implies fix) </'(y), 
2. General results 
We start with a definition from Barwise [3]. 
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Definition 2.1. A logic ,t~* is absolute if 
(a) the relation "'~t~)t'~' ~ (h " ~s' a ,1 ~ predicate of :l!~ and ~b (and the language LL 
(b) "'~b is an .~'* sentence" is v .  
(The reader is referred to Levy [9] for results on x '  and A~ predicates.) 
Each of the logics presented in the introduction is absolute, and clearly ~)v~: is 
the weakest of the four. A proof of absoluteness of ,~A, (; can be constructed using 
the Gale-Stewart theorem [6]: see for example [AS. p. 252]. The following result 
shows therefore that if any of these is V~-compact over A, ~hen they all arc. 
T~eorem 2.2. (Oikkonen [I I]). I f  A is x_" wfi', then fi~r erery absohae logic ~'*. 
~'* (1 A is x_~-compact oeer A.  
Proof. Let T be a theory of J '*  which is ~'~ over A. Suppose that every A-linite 
subset of T has a model. We may suppose that E is not used in 7". Lel I" be the 
following V~ theory of ,7'.x, where we use E to stand for set membership, and 
where ~.~ is a constant symbol. 
( 1 ) ~,(A ) + extensionality for E, 
(2) "'9)¢ is a structure for ,T*". 
(3) "'.~;)~ ~*,b'" for each (be T, where ~:* is expressed using the v definition of ,e*. 
Clear!y every A-finite subset of F has a well-founded model. So I" has a 
well-founded model which, by (1), is essentially a genuine transitive set extending 
A. Suppose 
(B. E, ~)~, (a),,, ,x)~F. 
Then B~-"~)~l~*,b'" for each & ~ T, But ~-* is v so ~)~ ~*~ for all ~ c T. 
It vas shown in [4] that there are plenty of sets A that are x. wfc, The 
following gives another existence proof (see Remark 2.4L 
Tht~rem 2.3. Suppose that A < ~ V, ¢md thor there exist transitire sets /3 and C 
sucl~ theft A ~_ C ~: B and A < 2 B. Then A is ,Y~ wf(-. 
Proof. Suppose that T=~r A. where ¢r is 5~, and thai T has no well-founded 
model. Let 7= o-C: then Tc_ r Moreover, t~/3 since the ,,l,~-separalion axio'ns, 
being ll2-expressible, are satisfied bx,, B because they hold in ,,L Then we have 
B ~V~I~(~I~ is well-founded ~ 3x E t(P)~  x )L 
where we use the v l  definition of well-fotmdedness given by princq~lc (/3), thus 
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(thinking of C as . )  
B ~ ~ t,~ansitive t~ V~,~,I?0),I¢ is wel l - founded ~ 3x c tr" (~,))~ x}). 
Now this sentence ix nearly v :  actually, it logically implies a v_, sentence which is 
equivalent o it in KP. Hence it holds in A. so there is transi ire A~ ~: A st, ch ttmt. 
putting T.  = o -~x,'. 
A I:V~J3~(E)~ is well-fou nded -+ 3x < To([~'l ~ x )). 
Since A < ~ V, this sentence holds in V: hence 2~ has no wel l - founded model. 
Remark .  2,4, This result yields examples of x -wfc  sets as follows. Take 
,P,, < ,  1,,,,. By SchoenlieM absoluteness, L , < ~ V. Hence L,, is v wfc. 
We will obtain partial converses to Theorem 2.3 in Theorems 3.5 and 4.15. and 
a lotal converse for A -.=- L,, when ~ -<to] or V = L Cl'heorcm 4.6). 
Recall from Barwise [2] (or [AS, V l l i  4.7]} that s- I I{-ref lect ion is equivalent o 
x'~-compactness of .~~x. We now show that there is a similar reflection principle 
equivalent o x~-wf-compactness of ,~,x. i 
i 
l~t inR ion 2.5. The class of strict I I~-Suslin formulas (s - I I l -Sus l in t  is the least 
class of formulas of second-order  set theory which 
(a'l contains all Au i'ormuh~s: 
(b) is closed under the operat ioas ,~, v ,  Vx c: y, 3x. and VS (where S ix a 
second-order  set variable): and 
{c} is closed under the Suslin quamifier O,, where O~x&(x} is 3[  V~ < t,~ &~f(u }). 
(Here, [ ix a second-order  function symbol, and f (n)  ix ([(0) . . . . . .  / ' (n- - I ) )  in 
some standard coding of finite sequences: so, we work only with models in which 
such coding can be performed.)  Ahernatively,  O,x&(:. ) can be defined as 
Notice thal s-II{-Sustin formulas persist in end extensions. In order to prove that 
these formulas give us a suilable reflection preperp, ,  we proxe lhc follm\fllg 
Normal  Form Lemma 2.6. E~:ery s-II{-Susffn form~&~ cb(= i¢1 is logically eq~i- 
ealt'm ion (~II stru('tt~res with pairi~g) to a fo,'mula o" the tbrm 
VU~ " "-' 'J U,,, O~x~ • ' " O,x., 3y~ • • '3y~ ,".:(U, x, y, z, R)  
where ~i, is .-Io. ( In l'~,ct, with pairing (me may of com-se take m = ~t =: k : 1., 
i~of ,  We follow tile proof of the corresponding lemma in [AS, VIII 2.5] for 
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s-ll~t formulas, which proce~-ds by induction on the formation of ,D. To add 
"'Vt~ ~ a' ', note that 
Vvc  a VUO.x3y  #, 
is equivalent o 
VvvUO.xBy[ lV l~ 1 --~ Vt' e_ a(V(t')--+ 4~)]. 
To add "'3z". note that 
3z ~/,(z) ~-3g A '/'((~('~)),,). 
so this is a special case of adding O~. To add O~z. we note that the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) -qO~x VS O(x. S). 
(2) Vf 3n < ~,J 3S -~0~fint. SL 
(3) RS'Vf3~I<.~ !0{f(l l).S'(i~.nL.lL 
(4) -~VS" O, xO(x, S'(x, ")). 
We check only that (2) implies (3): the rest are immediate. Assume (2} holds. Fo- 
each finite sequence t~. if for some S we have -~O(u. St. then choose such an S. 
and call it S.. Setting S' = {(u. t'): S,, is defined and t, e_ S.}. we see that (3) holds. 
We can now show that reflection for s- l l l -Susl in formulas is equivalent to v wf 
compactness: this follows from the Normal Foml l_.emma and a result from 
Cutland [4]. 
Theorem L.7. A is v I wfc i~f" A satisj'iex s-Ilt:Susli~ relh,ction. 
Proof. (<=~ foUows from Cmhmd [4. Theorem 5.5]. (~)  also follows from that 
theorem, together with the Normal Form Lemma 2.6. Basically. the proof of (<=:) 
involves th:- obscrvation that "not having a well-founded model" is s-IIt:Suslim 
which is p-reed using Skolem terms. For (=>L one uses a direct compacmcss 
argument o show thai if there is a s /l~:Suslin formula ,4> in normal form thal 
does not hold in any tr:msitivc A-finite set. then there is some end extension of A 
in which eD fails; hence. • does not hold in A. by the persistence of s-ll~-Suslin 
formt:las. 
As noted in Cutland [4. p. 519]. any essentially tmcoumable _~:compact set A 
reflects every s-il3:Suslin formula in normal form. since such a formula collapses 
to a s-ll] formula over A and hence reflects by Barwise's rcsuh [AS. VII i  4.7]. 
So we obtain as a corollary Theorem VIII 9.5 of [AS]. 
Corollary 2.8. If !-t(~.) i~ "~-compact amt ~ has u~zcou,table coJimdiry, tl~eu H~K ) 
is v ,  wl~', 
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Corollary. 2,9, s-Ill-Suslin reflectiml is equivalent to ~-'<compacmess of any one of 
the following : ..9',x(WF). ~'A (OWV). rout ~[.v ~. 
Proof. 'lqfis follows immediately from Oikkonen's Theorem 2.2 and the absolute- 
ncss of these logics. An alternative proof can be given which avoids the need to 
prove absoluteness: we generalize the proof of [4, Theorem 5.5] (which itself 
generalizes Barwise's original proof for -'-fa) to show directly that s-l/trSuslin 
reflection implies 5~-compactness of .Y~vc.. (This, together with Theorem 2.7 is 
clearly sufficient.) Tile key points are as follows. Fir'.l formulate in tile natural way 
tile Skolemizalion .7'~.~ of ,~r ,X" ~ : then. considering, canonical models for .':/' .v* (; 
(having Skotem terms as domain) show that satisfaction for existential Skolem 
sentences is given by a natural positive inductive definition inwflving the Sualin 
quantifier; it is easy to see that the inductive limit will then be s-III-Suslin. Heace 
we can obtain tile analogue of [4. kemma 5.4]: there is a s- l l l -Susl in formula 
(911"t. independent of A. in which T occurs positively, such that whenever 
"l'c: J',~ ~, T has no model iff (A, /'t~(-). Thence it is routine t,a show that 
s-Ili-Suslin reflection implies _v~-compactness of J,.x,~, 
3. Results for resolvable sets 
Definition 3.1. An admissible set A is reselvable ill for some A-rccursive 
function /:2 A = ~,,.:,.a~ F((~L Without loss ,~' generality. ~.~e may assume that 
F (~= [l~. ,, Ft{3t tk~r limit ~' ~ A:  such an F i., called contimtous. If U has a Z~ 
delinilion which actually defines fin V'i a continuous function from tile class of all 
oatinals to ~,'. we sa~ that A is naturally resoicable. 
The following theorem is related to Theorem 2.7. since every s-I/~-Suslin 
formula is equivalent o a I]5 formuk~. 
Theorem 3,2, Let A be countable and resoh:able. 71wn A is 5~ wfc iff A s, tislies 
I I ~ - n'flectio ,. 
Proof. (,~) follows from Theorem 2,7 and the remark above. ~) :Let  A = 
~J~ .... .4~, where A~ = F(/3) for some continuous function F which is v oxer ,\, 
and ~=o(AL  Suppose that A~z~XVI '0  for all ordinals /3<n.  where 0 is 
first-order: it suffices to show that A ~3XV'Y0.  For each /3. pick X~ such that 
(A~,X~)~VY O(X~,. Y). 
Now for any transitive countable B, and (abusing notation) X ~ B. let fJ"(B. X) 
be tile strong infinflary diagram of (B, X, ~ t. i.e.. the diagram of (B. X, ~:) plus tile 
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sentence Vx A !x = 0:l,~; B}, Then tilt' followir~g are equivalent: 
(B, X, ¢1 ~-V¥O(X, Y), 
~(B .  XI ~VYO(X, Y), 
~9"+(B. X ) -+ 0(X. Y), 
F~(B,  X)  ---, O(X. Y). 
the last equivalence by Barwise completeness.  "l'ile final statement is expressed by 
a ~'~ formula O~(B,X), say, using the S~ proof predicate given by the Barwise 
Completeness Theorem, 
"A'F Now let T be the following ~'l theory of ,Y ,x 1with E for c), where l: is a 
function symbol. 
( I ) f:,~( A ) + Extensionality. 
(2~ U(~)=/~,~ (each [3< ~t~. 
(3) U is conlinuous. 
(4) c>/~ (each /:~< a't. 
(5) Vy  ~ c~]x0'( / j ' (yt ,  x). 
T is A-lhfitel\ '  salisliablc with a wel l - founded E: if 'l~,; "/'. "l'u< ,A. then 1], 
mentions only ~ < 8. (some 8,~ < ~ !. lnterprcl c by 8,~. and get a model  (B. 8,,+ F). 
where /3 COtltaillS X~+ (f3 ~ 6,~) and l~ e 0'(A++.. X~) for all [3 ~ 8,,. 
So T has a wel!-founded model,  say (B. G. ~) with G(/3I = ,A+~ (all ~< ~ t, lgv 
COlllinuity, G ({t-) = A. sillce ~ ~5 B (becatlsc o ~ ~'). SillCC [:~ ~ 0"( e~t, X) I'or some X. 
A ~BX VY0.  
Corollary 3.3. The tbllowing ordimdx atv all the same: 
lal the h,ast II!,-retleoing ordimfl: 
(h) the h'(l~z x- I wl~" ordbml: 
(c) i l l , i ,  flw closure ordimfl o.l I1~ mmmo~umme imlm'tire delinilion~ or('r i~o. <. ~. 
Proof. (a) ¢~ (b) by Theorem 32:  (a) ¢:~ (c) is establ ished by Richter [ 12]. 
To see thai Theorem 3,2 does not ex~cnd to die uncountable case, see t£xamplc 
6, I. Also .~ee Example 6,2 and Quest ions 7.2 and 7,3. Here is another coroHar\, 
Corollary 3.4. None of the tbllowing comlition~ is suflkiem for ~_~ wtc'ne~x o~ 
coumable admissible set~: 
(a) x_'~-r~qh'ction, 
(ht any "'one secoml-order qintar!fief'" reflec'tioa~ principle. 
(c) atry first-order slrenglhening o.f file m~tion of admissibility, 
Proof.  (a) It follows kom Richter [121 that ~'~-reflection does i~+t uuply ll!,~ 
rellection. Al lemati~ely, observe fl~at V~-rcflection is a I1~ ploper '  3 m~ulg 
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Barwise completeness),  so there is a -V~-reflecting ordinal below the least v wfc 
ordinal, Similar remarks establish (b) and (c). 
The import of this corollary is that for ,~/',~'~ we do not have any parallel to the 
pleasant situation that obtains with J~a: namely, that whilst in general the 
requirement for E l -compactness  of ~/'a is s-l ltt-reflection, for countable A 
admissibility alone is sulficient (the Barwise Compactness Theorem), 
The second main result o[ this section ix a partial converse of Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that A is x_, x~q'c ~md ~ulturally resolvable. Then For some 
trtt,xitit,e set l~, A< , B.  
Proof .  Since ":, sentences persist (from A to B) ifl ll~ scmcnces do, it suflio s to 
obtain a transitive set B containing A, such that excrv I1, scntencc (,vith 
paranleterst that holds in A. also holds ill 1.~. l.et it" be a continuous A-recm~ive 
functions uch that A ' ~J .......... ~, Ft~t , Since A is ilaturallv rcsolx'able. ',vc muy also 
require that some _x {over .&) definition of F actually delines a continuovs 
function t'rom the ordinals to V: we also ca',l that functicul "'F". We nlav ass,line 
that each F(/5~ is transitive and that F is increasing. Let 0 be a finite conjunction 
of lie sentences (parameters in A)  which hold in A. By a usual compactness 
argument, we can find/3 < ~ such that F(/3) ~ O. Now let {8~ : i e I} be the set of all 
tinite conjunctions of lie sentences (with parameters) holding in A. t.et/3, be least 
such thai F(18,1~ 0, and /3, >a'. for each i e I. S:t /~ = sup{,8, : i e I}: we'll show that 
F(/~¢I is the desired set B. 
Suppose A L- 4' with tb If:; we claim that there are arbitrarily large ~¢i ~</3 such 
that Fig¢~tl: d~. For. suppose B,(~</.¢} is given: choose i su,.h :h:~t O, = 0, ,  ~b. TI,e:~ by 
minimality of /3,. ~, >/3~: also F(~i)> lb. so the claim is established. Hence. since 
Ilz sentences persist in unions of chains of transitive sets. F(~I~ &. 11 follov, s "hat 
A < : I'(13 ), 
It is illlerestiflg to nolo that there cannot be a direct compacmess proof which 
~ixes B all at once. since B need not be admissible; see the discussion aflcr 
Remark 4, 12. 
The litml theorem in this section can be viewed as a general version of Thco~ em 
3.2. not needing the countabil ity assumpti,tm, but with "' l l~-reflection" replaced 
by the weaker property "' l l~-indescribabil ity". 
Def in i t ion  3 .6 .  All admissible set A is II~-mdescrib~q~le it' tor every /1, formula 
~b(x) with parameters in a .  if V > &(A ). then V }: ,h(B} for some transifixe B A. 
(We can replace ~'~," }= "" by "'/q0,' I > "'. for any cardinal ~:> card(A }.1 
l"het~rem 3,7. It" A is Ili~indescribabIc, then A is _x I w/~', The converse is true it A 
is rexolt'~ble. 
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lhroof. (:if) Assume that A is II~-indescribable. and that T i.~ a -x'l theor) of L,x, 
say T= tr "x, such that T has no welt-founded model. Let (b(.~) be a Ill formula 
which says "(r ~ has no well-founded model". Then ,,b(B) holdn for some B c A. 
Then (r ~ is an A-finite subset of T which has no model. Therefore A is "'~ wfc, 
(©)  Assume A is resolvable. Suppose that tb is v and that ~b(B) holds ft;r al; 
BoA:  we will show that V~tb(A). thus verifying the contrapositive of I I -  
indescribability. Let F be continuous and ,.v over A such that A = Ut~(,,ux~ A~,- 
where At~ = F(/3). By a standard compactness argument, there is a well-founde l 
model of the following theory: 
(A) + Extension ality: 
[13ccA(c is an ordinal)] (all /3<o(A)) :  
F(/3)= A~ (all /3<o(A) ) :  
Vx ~5(x ~: 
/_" is continuous. 
Without ioss of generality, our model is a transitive set C with o (A jc  C. Then 
[_F(o(A);] c= A by the continuity axiom on _IF, so since Ct-Vxrb(x), C~ch(A). By 
persiste,lce of ~b, Ve,b(A).  
4. R,~sults for sets L~ 
We start this section by showing that v wfc ordinals are stable (Theorem 4.1~ 
and use this to explore further the nature and size of v wfc ordinals. We proceed 
to obtain a characterization of x '  wfc ordinals (~ involving stability aud well- 
founded S, end extensions, and obtain some results about those /3 such that 
L, <: L~. To conclude the section we prove a partial converse of Theorem 2,3 by 
methods lhat generalize those used earlier. 
Stability aml the size of vl w]k ~ ordinals 
Recall lirs~ that at~ ordinal (~ is smbh" if L, < i L. (So for (~ <~ (o~f, a is stable lit 
L, < ; V. by Shoenfield absoluteness.) We will write 2/'~ for ~t~. 
Theorem 4.1. Every v t wfc ordinal is stable. 
Proof. Suppose (~ is not stable. Then there is a v formula (parameters from L,) 
such that L ~(b(~) and L ~3!x 4)(x~. [AS, V7.9(ii)], Let T be Ihc following theory: 
(1) ,@(L.): 
(2) KP+ V=L:  
v-~&k'll-lbumted compactness 2,,11 
(3) (c is an ord ina l lA f l~c  (all /3<¢,1: 
(5l ~x+lxk  
21early each ¢,-finite subset of T has a wel l - founded model,  with c interpreted by 
some y< a': but T has no wel l - founded model.  
The next theorem, in conjunction with Theorem 4.1 will give us further 
information about the nalure of 5~ ~4c ordinals. 
Theorem 4.2. The fi~llowing are equivalent: 
(a~ ~ is v wfe. 
(b) ~ is l l , - indescribable: i.e. for any If~ formula 4,(x) {with parameters from 1., ) 
if  ~' ~ ~(x) ,  then V'~ ~b(13~ for some '8 < t~. 
~cl as in (1~, but conclude ~'~ &i[3) for some stable 3 < ~. 
Proof.  This is the specialization of Theorem 3,7 to sets A = L,,. For (e), note thai 
"'t~ is stabie'" can be expressed in I1~ form, 0nd use Theorem 4.1. 
We apply this result to obtain: 
Theorem 4.3. Suplmse a' is ~-'~ wfc. Then 
la) ecery-Y2 chased mzbounded {e.u.b.t subset of ~ contains a stable ordinal. 
(b) L~, satisfies Il l-eollection. 
{c) ~ is the ¢~th stable ordinal, i.e. ~ = t r .  whe:', ~;rt~) denotes the seque:.we of 
stable oMinals. 
Proo|. (a} Suppose thai O is a v formula defining a c.u,b, subset X of m Let 
&(~) be tile II~ lk)rmula "'¢~ is stable A0 t.. is an unbounded subset of ¢¢'. which 
holds in V. By Theorem 4.2, take a stalqe '8<~ such that V~¢bt3). Then Or. , is 
an unbounded subset of ~:  moreover,  0~,,~ - 0',,, by stability of .8 (since 0 is _.v2). 
Hence /3 ~ 0'.,, by closure of 0 l.,, i.e, /3 ~ X, 
(b) Suppose lha! L,, l:Vx ~ ¢! 3y ~(x, y t, where a e L,, and cb is 111 (with parame- 
ters from L,,L By Theorem 4.2 there is a stable '8<t ,  such thai Lt~ktx~ a 
3y ibex. y l thus L,, gVx ~ a ::dyc Lt~ ¢blx. yL because stability of /3 means that 11 t 
formulas persist from L~ to L,,. (For an alternative proof, see [-7]. where ~he 
exislence of a v2 end extension, given by Theorem 3.5 in our case, implies 
x2-admi~,;ibilily. } 
(c} Suppose ~, = ~r~ with /3.< m Consider the following sentence &(¢~) which 
holds ill V: 
VT </3({N ,-< t~ ). 
Since ~, is stable, this can be writ.ten so that it is a I1~ formula, using the fact that 
stability is It~-expressible, l/ty Theorem 4.2 there is a stable a < ~ such that ~b(6t 
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holds. This implies that lim.~.~t~tr, = <ru ~8.  a contradiction, (For an alternative 
proof we could use (a), (b) and deline 111¢ sequence of stable ordinals less than e, 
by -V2-recursion.t 
We now want to apply Theorem 4,2 to show that x ,  wfc otxtinals are also 
272 wfc. But what is x_' wf compactness? It is a statement of the form IH I~ 'F ha~, 
a well- founded model,  where T is a ~'2 set of sentences of :r,,, and (l-l) mieht bc 
any of (H0, (H2), or (H3) below, 
(H~) For every a ~ L,,, a ~ T has a wel l - founded model.  
(H 2) Every ¢~-finite subset of T has a wel l - founded model,  
(H.0 Assuming T=~r  t,,. where ~r is x'::~r~,, has a model  for all stable 13 <m 
It's easy to see that (H0  implies (H2), which implies (H,0. So, (1-t~) gives lhc 
sharpest compactness statemetlt. Thus we arrixe at the fol lowing. 
Definit ion 4.4.  Let (H.0 be as given ab,.,~.e. ~t' is ~2 w.I~" if for e',erx _v formula 
¢r(x) (with parameters in L.,} which definc~, a theoD T of ?,,. (It 0 implies that ~' 
has a wel l - founded model. 
Theorem 4..R. For any c~, i f  ~ is .~  wtL', then ~ is ~_= tv]~'. 
Proof.  Suppose T = ~r ~ • where ~r is x" e. and assume T has no wel l - founded model:  
we show (H0 fails. |,el ~h(~tt say "'~fl.. has no well-fourided model" :  Ihis can bc 
written as a II t sentence, So by Theorem 4.2(ct, &{/31 holds, for some stable/3 < o. 
contvadiclinb (H3L 
~el l - founded end !2 -extens ions  of  L,,. 
The following theorem, \vhich gixes a complete conxcrsc to Theorem 2.3 in 
some cases, is obtained from results we have ah'eady established, 
Theorem 4.6. I.f ~ is ~-~ ~fc. then t, is stable aud  for some ~>m 1.,, <21..~. The 
cont'eKse holds it ~ ~< ~,~ or 1," :: L. 
Proof.  The first parl fl+tlov,s by Theorenl 4.1 and Thcorcnl  3.5. noting theft 
"'V = L" .  which holds m 1°,, is I I ,  and hence holds in H>,¢ , , .  When ~ <~oll cr 
V= 1,. stability of c~ implies L~, <:~ V (I;y Shoenfield absoluel lesst ,  and so the 
converse holds by Theorem 2.3. 
What can be said about tile class of all ordinals, ~-} ,,uch Hlat L,, <.,_ 1.,~, v, hen ¢~- ~, 
3 ~ wfc'? 
~. Well-limmled cmnpacmess 2S3 
Theorem 4.7. Suppose ~ is x£~ W~c, and a <~¢o~ or  V= L. 
(a) ( la  is not a limit o.f smatler x" wfc ordinals, then there is a tmique 13 sm'h that 
L,, <:  !. w In ,fact: 
(h} I]" there ix not a unique (3 xm'h thut 1.,, < ~ l.~. Own erer V .~ c.n.b. ,subxet of ~r 
c, mmi~s a x '  w]'c ordi.al, 
Proo~. ( ' lear ly (b~ implies (aL Now suppose that L,,<2L~<, l .<21-t~. ,  and 
/3~<,8:.  l..e! X=(r  ~, be a c.u.b, subset of L.. where (r is x%_ over L.. Now 
choosing ~ '= (~ and /3 =/3t we obtain 
Lt~.~-~t~' 3/3(a '</3  ~ "'tr ~,, is unbounded"  ,,, "'(~" is stable'" '~ L <~ Lt~L 
where here we use the I1~ forms of the last two conjuncls.  {Of course, l_~ ~: "'?~ is 
stable" iusl nlealls lhal l.,.~ < ~ LI~..) Now .since I,, -< ~ Lt~,. \vc nl;.l\ choo'.;c o:". /3 <~. o: 
S, tlch I h:.ll 
I,, }: ( . '<  /3 \ "'(r ~ . is unboum.lcd", ' ,  1 . . ,< :  I_(~ ", "'(¢ is stablc" l .  
Bul ~- is stable b\' Theo ,em 4 t, hence ~t' is stable, so ( r  ~ ,, c:: X 4nd hence ~r' ,: X. 
since (r ~., is tulboul~dcd and X is closed, B\' Theorem 4.(~, (~' is x t wfc, 
Of course, if 1.,, < 2 L,,,,, then tt is 5 wfc by Theorem 4.6, and thcrc arc many /3 
such thai l . , ,<,/.t~. So, for x xxfc (~ 'there iYu.iv be ,.)l~C or l*[l:.tllv /3 such lht[l 
1.,, < :  I_t;. but it is in lerest ing 1o charucler izc lhc least such 13. For lhis purpose wc 
inlroduc~ lhe follov, ing  definilioF~s. 
Definit ion 4.8.  (i) Say lhat a x -  theol?, 7" of L/,, (where "',7"'c: . / )  c'haracterizc~ an 
ordinal t:} if there is a con.strmtible model  of T of the form (Lt~, c~ . . . .  t. and bl is 
~lae least such ordinal.  Let ~ = sup{/3:13 is character ized by a " theory of 7 ,, }. 
fii) We del inc whal could be called " the next psetldoslable > ¢~":~x'-- least 5' 
such thai for all _x formulas ~b(x} (with pa lamelc rs  in I.,,). if L ~h((~}. lhen 
1..~ >=d~ > {~ d~(/3). Alternatively.  one may replace "'L ~ ,:hi(, }'" by "'1. ~3/3 > (~ (b(~)'" 
Io gel a clearly cquixalenl  defini l ion. 
Before establ ishing the connect ion between ( [ [[ t [I] ~t ~ S t [ C I ] that I - ,4: ,  1_~ 
Cl 'hcorcm 4.10), we she \ \  th:.tt .**P and (t" :Ire ac tua lh  the same. 
Proposit ion 4.9.  For (u~y a, ( i f= (C. 
Pt'~of. To show ~O'~C:  suppose 6<~P' .  and Ict's show t~" "-& B\ dcf inhion 
of .P .  we may choose a Z~ formula 4~t,x) with parameters  in L.. so that L ~-d,~r~l. 
bul L,s ~3x 7~(~ d~tx). Lel l~ be leasl such Ihal I_,, ~-3x ~-(~, tb(x)" then tt '-~ 6, No\\ Ic~ 
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T be the theory 
~(A)  + Extensional ity + V = L + tb(c) + {c > ~, : ~, < ~ }, 
Then -q is tile least /3 such that for some c,~, ~Lt~, ~:, c,,)~ T, Therefore a,";z- rl: so 
o?>8.  
To show tx"-~..z.te ~', choose 8< (~"; we show ~" >& Let ~r(x) be a v delh~ifion of 
a theory T which characterizes some ordinal ~1 > & 'l 'hcn 
L ~::l¢3(Some strt, cture (L  w ~ . . . .  ) satisfies trC..L 
So for some a'~>¢~ and solne /3. 
L .o~(Some structure (Ltd. ~ . . . .  ) satisfies tr c,. L 
Since o- is v a'~>c~ implies T~ ¢?-.. So tLt~. ~ . . . .  ~ 7" and by minimality of vl. 
rl ~</3< ¢~', So (~'>r~ ~fi. which yields a~'>& 
Let us now introduce the following notation: if t~ is x .  v, fc. let t¢ ~ be tile leasl 
>~ such that k .  <2 kt~. Then we have 
Theorem 4.10. li" ~ is x'  wlk'. then ~'  = re' = t~*'. 
Proof.  It is sutticient o show that tx~'~(~  and L . .< .L . . .  First. to show ~t'~t~".  
choose dSix) to be _x. (parametels in L,.) such that [-~:~hit " We will show that 
L,,, ~3x ~c,  +(x l .  First. we note that 
( * t L,,~ (3 arbitrarily large 5,)d~i~,L 
To see this. fix 8<o~. Then L ~ 3y>g,b(3 , ) .  Since a is stable (by Theorem 4.1!. 
L,~ k3y >8 ~(3,). and ( *1 follows. Now since L~, <.  L.~. ( * I yields L,,, ~ (3 arbit- 
rarily large 3')0~"/). Therefore 
L .  ~ P i3x >- tY l (~(x)  
as required. Therefore ~>~'~ by minimality of ~ ' .  
Now we prove that L,,-<: L, , .  Since I I ,  formulas persist under unions of chains 
of transitive sets, it suffices to show: 
( * * t For any lie sentence tb with parameters in L.,. 
if L,, ~ ,b, then /_,~ ~ ,.b for arbit::a'ily large ~ < ~.  
So. fix 8 < a x. By definition of t~. there is a x '  theory T over L.  such Ihal T has a 
constructible model {L~. ~ . . . .  I for some 7 >8 (-~ <t~"t hut lot  no ), ~& Now fix 
dx a It2 sentence (with parame~,'rs in L,,) which holds in L.. One  can easily find a 
theory S which is x" over L .  whose wel l - fotmded models are isomorphic to those 
of lhe form 
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where here y </3  (L~,, ~ . . . .  t ~ T, and Lt~ ~ <b. Now since we've shown a < = ¢~P <-- ~l *, 
by taking /3 = c~ +` we see that S does have a model ,  If /3 is the least ordinal for 
which some construcl ible {Lts; ~: (1..~, . . . .  ))IzS, then ii3 > y >a (so /.3 >~]), [ '<  tC', 
and l+t~  Ih. Since 8 < ¢i<" was' aibitrary, this verifies ( * * t. 
Note that tot  till)' ~l, ~t ~' (hellCe ¢/c) is ~; ti le next slable grealor  than a. 111 the 
next theorem we set  lhal tile sttlbility or otherwise of a < determines  whether  a is 
x '  wfc" and we have other  equivalenls  too. 
Theorem 4.11.  The fol lowing are equivalem, asxlolling V= 1. or (~<~toll '. (See 
remark after the proof about dropping this assumption.) 
(at t l  is ~'1 w(c, 
(hi L,--e,~ L,,,, (Intl ti < is flit' Ioosl ordin(ll with this property, 
let I.<, <_, l.<,,, 
(dl  ~¢ is not admissible, 
le) n '  is ~tot stable: that is, t~<<lleast stoblc>¢r). (Or  rephwe "<'"  with 
"'@-""--, see reolm-k precedin,~ theoretn I,
Proo| .  (a t~ --x,(bt follows f rom Theorem 4.10: (hi =), (c) and (dt :,'~ (el arc trivial. We 
show ICi ~ ta!. fat zZj~ (dt, and (el ~ (ai. 
i c )~ la} :  \~/¢ show (c).~,~ (o' is slable), which suffices by Theorem 4.6. Suppose 
L ~ t~, ~b ~-'~ with parameters  from L,.  Then  L,,,, ~ ~b, s ince a is not ment ioned in d~. 
t lence L . , :6 :  since L<,<_.L,<, by (el. L,, l:,.b. 
(ai=)'ld): Suppose a is v wfc but t~< is admissible, to get a contradict ion. Then 
by A~-subseis, we inay form (in L,,.I 
S ={~r: l r (x l  is a ~l  formula wifll parameters  in L., 
which defines a theory of ,7'w~. 
Let dtl+rl c~e the s tatement  which says (for ~r c St 
~r ~., has a construci ible model  of tile form (L v. < . . . .  ) for some ¥. 
Since tl' is 5~ wfc, dJl~ri is equivalent o tile fol lowing x- statclllCnl ds'flrl: 
V "/'o c: /. =< , l'l"u <¢f l  . . . .  "I], has a construct ib le model  of  
t i l e  fo l 'n l  ( L  v. c2 . . . .  ) for  son le  y ). 
Since ~ b, slable Iby Theorem 4.1l ,  each suel; T~, has a model  in L,,; so 
( * ! 0(~r)~-+L,, ,~@'(a) for  all ~-m:S. 
SO nOW We have  
L,,. ~ Veto- S =ll+l[I//t{tr/--~ orc'' has a construct ible model  
of the form ([.t~. c . . . .  ]. 
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So by ~V-collection, for some 8 < aL 
L . ,  ~ Vcr ~ S :i[3 < 3[ d/((r) "-* (r ~',, has a construetible model 
of the form (Ll~. ~ . . . .  ~]. 
By ( * ), this contradicts the minimalily of a ~, since tC is supposed to be the least 
such & 
(e):->(a): Assume lhat (~ is not ~'l wfc: we show that tC= (least stable >a 'h  I1 
suffices (since o?'= tC ~< next stable) to show that, assuming 13 < nexl stable (after 
a), e:~13. The idea is to characterize /3 by characterizing a (using its lack of 
v wf compactness), and to define 18 from a, Let 4~(x, a l be a formula (with other 
parameters from L.) such that 
t .  ~ ~ ( /3, t~ ) ,\ -q ! x ,b ( x, a) .  
see [AS, VT.9(ii}]. Let T= (r E',, be a El theory of .~,wv which is a-finitel,, 
satisfiable but which has no (well-founded) model. Wrile down the following 
theory T': 
KP+V= L, 
c>3,  (all 3,<(~). 
d)ld, c), 
V~ < c((r L~ has a well-founded model), 
T' has a model (!.~, c:, (~, 13) for suitable & where a interprets c and t:~ interprets 
d. Let {/-.,v. ~-. ~', 13') be a model of T' with 6' least, Clearly t~ '~a,  but (~'}(~ 
tclsc T has a well-founded model}. So o~ = re: " , :  then L e cb(/3', et'h so 13'=/3. 
Thus/3 < 3'. Bul a '~  < t~ ~ since the choice of 8' means that 8' is characterized b.~ T'. 
I lenee (l" ~/3. 
Remark 4.12. The assumption "'V = L or (~ -~.)('" is needed in this theorem only 
lo  derive (a) from the other equivalents. Without the assumption we can proxe 
thai each of (b i le )  is equivalent o: 
(a'! (~ is stable and there is ~>t~ with L~ >:L,,.  
This is established by proving the theorem itself in L. 
If a is x" wfc, then Theorem ,-t.7 together with Theorem 4.11 show that 
although there is always/3 >~ with L,, <:  l.f~ (by Theorem 4.6~, there need not be 
such a /3 which is admissible. In fact, if there is one, then L<, has many *_. end 
extensions: 
Theorem 4.13. Suppose L<, .<~ Lt~ and 18 is admissible. Thct~ [3 is the ~ltl'l ordiml; .: 
such that L. "<2 L~.. 
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Proof. By admissibility of [3. it suffices to show that /3 is a limit of ordinals y with 
L ,<:/ .w.  For then we can define by V-recursion in Lt~ an increasing sequehce 
(3,, : i<(3) of ordinals 7, with I , ,<? I~.  Suppose L,,~<h where ~# is 112. Then 
LI~I:~b, so by //2-reflection ([AS, V7.15]L 
L,~ t: eb hn" arbitrarily large 8 < [3, 
Now inside /..~ we can use tile method employed in tile proof of Theorem 3.5 to 
produce arbitrarily large 3'< [3 with L, <2 L,. 
Note. "[his theorem gives an alternative proof of Theorem 4. t l  (b )~(d) .  
We conclude Section 4 by proving a generalization (more or less) of Theorenl 
4, I. which we then use to obtain another partial converse of Theorem 2.3. First, a 
preliminary lemma: 
Lemma 4.14. Suppose ,A is 21 wfc, a c A,  and a is transitiee. Also let ~ = o(A  L 
told tls~t~le L,[tl]~-Vx(x is countable). Then [or alzy 2'~ sentence (b with parameters 
it1 io,,[,~], if V~ch, then L,,[a]~:~b. 
PrOOf. Suppose that Vt-,b, where ,.h is "'1 and has parameters in L~,[a]. Then by 
Shoenlield Absoluteness. essentially as in [AS, V8.19] {but relativized to L[a]L 
L [a ]~b.  Then the same argument as used to prm'e Theorem 4.1, shows t11:.11 
L,,[a]~:~. 
Theorem 4.15. Suppose to ~ A, A ~Vx(x  is c(,ulm&leL A is x, w]'c, and (~ = o(A) .  
Al~o SUplU~Se that a ~ A, a is transititx,, and L., [~ ] ~ (V ordinals [3 ) ( [3 is countable). 
Thetl ?or some tratlsitit:e B, A .< 2 B. 
Pl'ooF. Fil,'st we show that A is countable. For. tile following t,,:,~rv is A-finitely 
satisfiable and hence satisfiable: 
~(A)+"G is a function from ~o onto the universe". 
Hence some extension of A Land thus A) is countable. 
Now write A = U ...... a~,~. where each a~, ~, c A. We define transitive sets a,, ~ A 
(n <to) as folloxx~. Assuming a~ is defined for i<  n. set a), = trans';tive closure of 
0 i [{w. a. a,,}U~a~ : i<  n}]. Choose f~ A such that f is a bijection f rbn l . ,  onto a),. 
From a~, and f. we will consmlct a transitive set a,, ~ a~, which will be countable in 
L.[a.] .  It is easy to see that the set a,, defined explicitb below satisfies this 
property. 
a,, = a~ U {fl L; {(m. x ) :m < to and x c u,',} 
tO t{m 1: m < ~o1 U {{m. x} : m < ,o. x c a,~,}. 
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Then we have: 
(i) Each a,, is transit ive; 
(ii) i</" implies a~ E a~; 
(iii) For all n <~o, L,~[a.]~ "'a,, is countab le"  (because A is admissible, being 
El -compact) ;  and 
(iv) For all n<¢o.  L . [a, , ]~(V ordinals /3)(/3 is countable),  since a~a, , .  
By (iii) and (iv). we have 
(1) L.[a, , ]~Vx(x is countable)  for all ~l<~o. 
For each n, we may choose (by Theorem 3.5) /3,, >or such that L,,[a,, ]<:  L~.[a,,]. 
If /3,, is chosen to be the least such ordinal,  then since i<  i implies a, c~ o,. wc 
obtain: i< j  implies /3~ ~</3~. Let B = U ....... L~.[a,,]. Since I t .  sentcnccs arc pre- 
served by unions of chains of transit ive sets. wc obtain the following: 
(2) For any 112 sentence th with paramete~ in L.[a,, ] (u < to), if L.[a,,, ]~ ~b 
for all m >~.  then B~b.  
Now suppose A~#~. wherc ~ has parameters  in A and is I1~; we show B~6.  
Write 49 = Vx q~ where ~/~ is v Also choosc ~ so that ,3 has parameters  in L.,[a,, ]. 
Now let m ~n and let c ~ L.[a,,,] be arbitrary. Then 
V~,.b(c) by persistence of _~~ formulas: so for all m >~.  
L,~[a,,,]~h(e) by Lemma 4.14 and (1): so for all m >~ 
L. [a,. ] e Vxtb since c ~ L. [a,,, ] is arbitrary. 
Since Vx ~1~ = ~, B ~ ¢h by (2), This concludcs thc proof, sincc x formulas persis! 
from A to B because I1~ formulas do so. 
5. Completeness of •'~w~:A 
In order  to discu.,.,, the completeness quest ion for Y ~v it is convenient  to 
intr.~duce some notation. 
Definit ion 5.1. Let 7" be a theory of Y' wv,~. 
(i) V~ v is the set of valid formulas of -~f.xwv- VWV_A - {~b ~ ~," ,x : ~wv ~,, i.e.. ~ holds 
in all wel l - founded structures}. We write V~,~ v for ¥'wv~.,, 
(ii) CnW~(T) is the set of .~t'~V-cotlse~luences of T: (1~ ~ = ~tb E 7~ : 
i.e., (h holds in all weU-foundcd models of T}. Wc write ('u~, ~~ tT~ for C~'.l~( 7"). 
The following lemma, which is proved in Cut land [4]. will give us general 
information about the sets ~x and Cu.x (T). 
Lemma 5.2. There is a s-ll~l-S~sli~ ]~mnlda o¢" set theory 
qJ('l'~ = VS  3 J 'V~ E w ~t,,(f(,t), S, T), 
~. Well+pbumh'd c+m~p(u'mc~, 2~g 
imh'l~entl('nt o]" A (a~t admissible s('t), in which +I" ,>cct+rs positirely (rod where th,+ is 
J.. such th<+t it `+` ,xx,, T has no I (+4 ~ .x : model  i]~ (A,  "l')t-& 
Corollary+ 5.3.  For A admixsihh, (m(l Tg  ~..x'w~. 
ra) V~ 'v is s-ll~-Susli~+ orer  A. trod 
(bt i.f T ix s - l l~-Su~lm ort, r A. the+t .~o is C ":~~ t'l'~. 
Suppose  thai  ~/~: is an',. Ioeic:, v,'c wr i te V+'I~ for the \a l id  for+hulas of "+*., x- and 
simiia~ l\+ dclh',c ("~+~( "l'l for any. T < .'~':'..x, Then  the "'lr:./tlsJatiotl'" p rocedure  used  ita 
our  proof  of ( ) ikkonen'~,  Thcorcn~ ( l 'hcorcm 2.2i y ields the fo l lowing gcnera! i /a -  
lioll of  lhi', c~ro l lar \  : 
Corollary 5.4.  I~}, ' ,.\ admi.~sibh' <+rag '1'~: +/::(. wiJ+ '/++ abxoh+te. 
~a+ X'~ ix , .  II~,=St<.~Im <,r('r , \ .  
tb} If l ' i x  x- l  ' " " orcr  It-St<sl+lt ,,\, the,'+ so ix ('l l~('l' l. 
]'|1,2 abstract  COIIlplcLoIlCS'S qtlC'Sli~all t[or ~.* x\ \ t is x~ hcthcr  an?.-~i:nplcr form for 
\~  and  ()~"~ (1"} can be found.  F~rst we ha' .c  a ncgat ixc  result  tot  ,.\ : I.,,. 
Theorem 5.5. /(  ~ is (+dmisxible. X"x~, 1 i~ ~wrcr 2~ o~ l . ,  
ProoL  ( '~sc  I. (~ is ,,+able. Let #,tx~ bc an \  II~ fo rmula  with parameters  in I.,, : 
|1'~cll for (+, I,,. I.,, k:,~b(OI ill 
l'+: !, lA!-, ' l l . ,  l ', ~, : I. ' t.]xtcnsionalit.x ..... ,!,],:7 V x, vl . \vhcrc  ], = lcasl F such i l ia  
Nov,  if X',~, ' x~c;c v t oxcr  l.,,. then ( * ), \ \ou ld  bca  -x I prcd ica lc  of o: then &. 
\vhich b, ;m arbitrary I1~ formulp,, nlusl  bc _x i. Th i s  is in'q~ossiblc for ; tdmissiblc u, 
( 'oxc 2+ (/ is not  s lablc ,  Take  0{.xL -x I oxcr  1.,,. (with |',~l~[I]lClCl~,). s/it.'[1 |[1:[[ 
1. ~- 0t~ !AF3! .\ ,')(.:~ Iscc [,.kS, V73)(ii'l] (a,_,ain!)l. Then  for an,, f i rs l -ordcr  (!), wc 
haxc  (where  l++( cot l la ins  the constants  in &}: 
v,'hich shows  thai  \.~x+ cunnot  bcx  (or cx cn |irM+..',rdcr: :-.co also Thcorc ln  5. t2 
and  Propos i l ion  5.14t.  
So. is thcl'c at1\ k ind of +'completeness '"  to work for'? / .ook ing  at the most  
plca.',-mt s i tuat ion ,  v,c do  haxc:  
Thet~rem 5.6. Ntql~+sc dta+ ~ i~ x wfc, omt ~x-~,,},, ~, \ l t'hc~' 
~i~ X ~ xl ix comph, a ~ Ill o~t /.,,. 
(ii) i;f l" is (+ x-'2 theory o(  ?, , .  thc~z ('~t,~,~'(!'~ is v 
l, iiii ~-fl]-Y,z~'lil~- 2:  o~ L.. 
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Proof.  (i) That V,~, vv is Ill on L. is immediate from L,, <~ V (by l 'hcorcnl 4. I and 
Shoenfield Absoluteness). For "'complete" see Case I of the proof of Theorem 
5.5. 
(it) We use v., wf compactness Cl'heorem 4.5') and L, . .~ V. Say T--- a L,,, ~rS:. 
Then 
,l,c c',,,',""(')')¢,~ [~ is stat,lc A ,t, c- ,% ,'," (A ,," .... .  6)"c v'y' l, 
which is "c2 by part (i). 
(iii) Let O(x) be ~2 on L.. Using stability we see that 
L. ~ O(a )¢=> KP + V = L +f.~lL,,')~ wvO(O} 
¢:> T U {~0( a )}( = T,,. say) has no well-founded 
model, where T= KP+ V = L +~(/., ,) 
¢~L,,~O(T,,). 
where ~b is the formula of Lemma 5.2. Using tile v) definition of 'I~, (which is 
uniform in a). we see that 0(T,,) is a s-II~-Suslin predicate of a: so 0 i,. 
s-Ill~-Suslin, and ~.  % s-II~-SuMin on l.,,. 
Conversely. suppose q)(x) is s-I/[-Suslim In file proof of Thcorcm 5.5 of 
Cutland [4]. it is shown how to interpret (b(a) as saying "'T,, has no well-founded 
model", where "/~, is a v theory of ' ~r~ . ~ ,., constructed uniformly in a. So 
L. ~q)(a)¢~, T. has no well-founded model 
¢*a~<.  [(~AW~I~ v,'?]. 
which is ",.  tHere, TI~ = ~r( ", at",', where ~r(-, xl is such that t \  = ~r( ,, x)~,,.I 
The theorem proved above suggests lhe following definition. 
,,wl. is S~. then C.~ICt ' )  is Definit ion 5.7. A is -2v wfcomplete if. whenever T_.=-,x 
Z2. More generally, for any logic .T* we say that A is 2 .-.sr*-complew if whenever 
T ~- 't * v) ,  . . . . .x is then ( 'n~(T) is -2.v (These definition:, should bc compared wid~ the 
definition of V~-complctencss for .'.! ,~ (see [AS. Definition VIi I,TI')A 
Parallel to thc Barwisc result for ~".~ [2]. [AS Vi l l  4.3]. wc have tile following 
general relationship bcl\\ccn paris (tit and {iii) of Theorem 5.6. 
Proposit ion 5.8.  I( A is admissible, ttle~ A is S2 wf complew ifl. s-lll~-Sustin ~~.. 
on A. 
Proof.  (©) follows immediateb from Corollary 5.3, 
(=}): Suppose A is ~. wf complete and <l)(xl is s-l l~Su~tin. As in the proof of 
lhe corresponding half of Theorem 5A~fiiil. there is a Z'~ theory 'I~, omstructcd 
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uniformly in a, such that A f: O(a l  iff ~/',, has no wel l - founded model,  l-1 fact, the 
proof  of Theorem 5.5 of Cul land [4] shows how to write J,, = T U{,3 a l} for a 
suitable v theory T and formuh~ ch, "ITws for o c ,~, 
which is v> 
We immediately have its a corollary: 
Corollary 5.9. Suppose thin J *  is an ab.~olute logic. If A i.s ~,  wf-complete, the.n A 
is 5a- Y'*-complew" tlw cwwer, se holds if J ' *  ia at lea,st ~,,,~ ,sin, g as Y ,~ . 
l~of .  Suppose that J ' ,  7,  ix x" over A: tE, torol lar ; '  5.4, ('l ~('I') is s- I l l -  
St.slim and hence ~,  Iw Proposit ion 5.8. The partial converse is immediate. 
For resohablc  A, we will see (Proposition 5.14) that if A is not _v wf complete, 
the|] I tOt  O | l l~  I do we have s-l l{-Susl in ¢ E'~ (as guaramecd bv tile theorem just 
pro\edl,  but in fact, s-//{-Suslin I l l !  The following three results arc analogous 
to Theorems .4.8, 4,0, and N,,berg's 4.9 (re~;pectivcly in [AS. ( 'hapter  VIl l i .  
Definit ion 5 . !0 .  (essentially stolen from [AS, VII 1.2]). ~\n admissible set A is 
wI'-,~el(-detinable if for some I:mguage ~" containing v (net ,~ ) and E, there is a 5~ 
theor', 1 of Y~ such that: 
(it Some expansion (A,  ~,  E . . . .  ) of (A. c I to an '£-structure isa model of T with 
E wel l - founded: 
(ii) If (B, ,~, K ' , . . . t  is a m~,del of T in which E' is wel l - founded, then (B. ~-~ = 
~A, t:L 
More generally, we sa\  for a logic .J'* that , k is Y~-sclf-dctinable if there is a 
-~l theory of 'Y~ such that 
(i) some expand, ion {A, ~ . . . .  l of (A, ¢) is a model of T (in the sense of 7"1 
(ii) if ~B,c . . . .  )~* / :  then (L~,~:)~IA, ~). 
Using tile ideas of our proof of O ikkonen's  Theorem (Theorem 2.2) we have: 
Theorem 5.11. I]" A is 'J*-setf-defimd,h' ~md J *  is absolute, ttleF~ A i,s w/-sell- 
ddinable. 
Proof.  Suppose that T is a _~~ theory of ~'~ that ' * ' " . . . .  J -sel l -dehncs A:  we will write 
down a theory T' that wf-s¢lf-defines A, using the bil~ary symbol ~-', since ~" is 
already used in T. Let ;~l be a constant symbol, and lel -1" l~e a theor~ of ~.,, 
whose models take the form 
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where 
(at (B, E) ~ Extensional i ty,  
(b) (B.E)~,,(A, <). 
(c) (B, E)~-"9)~b:*~h'" (all ~h~ "l'k use the v I def ini | ion of ~-*, with t~ l'~r set 
membership.  
(dl F':(ll, e't ~: (M. eL 
Clearly lhere is a model  satisfying (a)-(cL wilh E wel l - fouuded:  this is e~se:> 
tially a lransit ive set B with E=~:  and ~.[I~6B such that ' . ! l~*T. Then  ~!)~ =
([~'I. v . . . .  ). with (M. e )~ {A. e L Now by a 1.6v, 'enheim-Skolem argument  we can 
find such a B with [B] = ]At, Choose  ~"g B e such lhat (B, v'} :~ (A, c ): then there is 
F : (B .  ~")=:(M. ~') so (B. ~,'. E. ~.[l~. F) is a model  satisfying (d) also. Thus  we haxc 
shown lhat (A. c t (in the disguise t/3. e')) can be expanded to a model  of 7'  will'| 
E wel l - founded. 
Now consider alzy model  B = (I3. e' . /2.  ,~1~. F) of T' wilh E wel l - founded:  then 
~.~1~ = (M. e- ~ * T. so by hypolhcs is  (M. ," t -= (:\.  ~ ), Then  b \  I dl wc have ( I~. ,,"1 
(,A. <-). 
Theorem 5.12. Let .~ be a re,~oh~able od,,,issible xef. l~u'~ .,\ i~ "~ w!k" or w l-segl- 
deii,able but ~u~t b¢~th, 
Proof.  "'No~ both"  is clear. [_el F be a cont inuous  _~~ detinable funcl ion on ,.\ 
such that ,4 = ~v&,t .: ,, F(13). where (, = o(,A t. Suppose th:.ll T is a ~ lheol-V ot" './'~'.'t, 
which is A-f initeiy satisl iable but has no model,  l.cl ' l ' :~r  a wifl'~ (r a -~ 
formula. Write dox~n a lheor\  T' of ' / ,x (O v'~ } \ \hose  models  take Ihe form 
B=(B.~. [ : ' .A I I . . . t .  E~( . . . . . ) .  R, ( - . , . . L  ~tsuch that 
(1) (B. ~)-?, .( : \ .  e ~ and B is transitixe, 
(2) B~KP.  
{3) B = LJ, ..... ,,, /~"I/3}. 
(4) F' is conl int iotts:  al ld V'{/.~)::: IL(~.'~)(all ¢g<. ot.A}t, 
(5, For each /3 <o(B)  (,~/(/3. "!. E~(/~.-.'). R/tt~ . . . .  ),,~ ~,) 
is a IltOdc[ of (r I "~'. and  El l  ~. . . .  ) is \~ell-fom~dcd. 
( ' l carh  the c~mdi~ions (1)-15) can be expressed in 7 ~(O ~ !: we nov, :,ec lhal ';[" 
scl f -del ine,  ,\. l:ir~,~ ilolice thal i11 any model B of "1", ~)~ B}:: o1,*% I. or clxe b'~ 151 
T "~r'* " "  \vouId ha~e a x~cII-f~undcd model,  Then  it is clear thai 1~ ::= ..\ b\ ( l ). 
(3} and t-I). 
We ha\e  pr,.~\ed Ill,tit e~ i,,, J IO~x~l-setf-definahle: 111¢ rcsutt folloxvs b5 
Theorem 5.11. 
The folh)wing class of formul`tL., will be of interest h'~ consider ing resohab l¢  : \  
which are not "1 wfc. 
Definit ion 5.13.  A fornmla is ll~-S~slit~ i! it is in the least class comain iug  all 
f i rstmrdcr forn+ulas and closed under  .,~. \+, Vx. 3.\. VS. and () .x {lhc St~slin 
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quantif ier, Definit ion 2.5), Since lhe Normal Form Lemma (2.6) goes through 
almost lhe same for ibis class of formuhls, we cotlld equally well have defined a 
fo rmula  1o he II~l-Suslin ill' it is of  the forth VS _:]]Vn <~,,(b(f(l l). S. . . .  ), with d' 
Ii r s l -o rde l ' ,  i 
Proposition 5.14. /.t' A ix w&se((-&>fin.t,le, fllen II l -Susl in : s-ll~-Susti, on A. 
Proof.  ~ is clear. For g .  let ~l)(xl=VR3fVn<¢o~b(x.f(nt.  RI be II]-Suslin. 
with ~b first-order. Suppose lhat T is "~ and wf-self-defines A. I.el ~r(~. t. x. Rt be 
a formula of : fx  expressing lhe following: 
~r(u, r. x. R)¢~ll ,  r are finite .,equcnccs tllld r ,7 11 alld 
Ildx, l l ' , R ) for all t~' c it 
(here c7: denotes initial segment),  
I.cl T' he lhe followirlg theory of :/'.~(I.)x~ ):
l ' tofa'(A ) L J"E is wel l - founded",  
Then the following are equivalent for any (i < A:  
For all R, ~r( ' . , ,  {I. RiA is not \vei l - founded: 
T'~ ,, ,o,, ,?7OWVur or(u, e, a, R). 
the second equivalence hecause an \  model of T' is --- (A, c . . . .  ). Now by Corolhirv 
5.-1 (with .7(()wv) for 7""a"L we see thai  q~(xl is equivalent on A to a s-I I~-Suslin 
[ormultl, 
Corollary 5.15. I(' A is (I resoh'able adntissil)ie sel which i.s "e w( complete, then A 
is 5 i  wl(' ((md hence v 2 wfc if" A --- L,,), 
P ioot .  If A is resolvable and -~': wf complete,  then s- l l l -Sus l in  c~7 E, b )Propos i -  
tiorl 5.8. So II ~-Suslin g s-ll ~-Suslin (since f,w example, I ; :  g v ) ,  so A is not \vf- 
self-defiriable, by Pr~posit ion 5.14. Hence .\ is v \vfc hy Theorem 5, 12. (A is 
then v wfc by Theorem 4,5, if ,,\ :: I.<,,) 
\VC sutllnlarize the ilicesi situation below. 
Coza) l la~ 5.16. The fol lowing are cquirale~u tot odmis~,;ibh ' m a,~s,mi~Tg (~ ~ m~ or 
V =: L (for some parts), 
(i) l~, is x ,  wf  complete. 
(it} (~ ix -vt wfc. 
(iiit it' is ~-': wfc. 
(iv) s-ll~-Suslin gee  on L,,. 
13 ) s-I l l l-SusJbl = S,  on [,.<,, 
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Proof. (i)=>(ii) by Corollary 5.15: (ii):g,(iii) by Theorem 4.5: tii i)~{ii} is trixiah 
(ii) => (v) by Theorem 5.6(iii): (v) :=), (ivl is trivial: and (iv) :::} (i) by Proposition 5.8. 
6. Examples 
We prcsen! some examples howing thai certain strengthenings of our theorem,,, 
are false. 
Examples related to Theorem 3.2 
Example 6.1. The countability assumption in Theo,'ern 3,2 is necessary, at least if 
V = L. We describe a ~'~ vd'c resolvable set whicl; doesn't reflect the conjunction 
of a certain !11 sentence m~d a certain v l  sentence. Let (t be the least cardinal of 
uncountable eofinality such that L, has a E~7 end extension. Since a is a cardinal, 
o~ is stable. Also, by the method of Keisler and Silver [8] (essentially their 
Theorem 3.2), L, has a well-founded v end extension, Therefore, L,, is v ~vfc 
by Theorem 4.6. However, il is evident (again using Keisler-Silver} thal the 
following sentence, which is a conjunction of a Illt and a 51~ sentence, does not 
reflect: 
"'My set of ordinals is a cardinal (of V} of uncour~lable cotinalily'" ', 
"I have a "'~v end extension." 
Example 6.2. The example above shox~s that Theorem 3.2 does not extend to 
uncountable resolvable A. Looking just <t countable resolvable A. is a stronger 
reflection principle still equivalent o v wf compacmess? We answer ',his nega- 
lively as follows. Let ~ be the least -~'z wic ordinah then ~< ~o~ bv Remark 2,4. 
Theorem 4.6 shows that the following conjunction of a "~ and a I1~ sentence 
cannot reflect to an element of L,,, by minimality of a,, 
"1 have a well-founded v 2 end exlension ","1 am a 5~ submodel of L (i.e. ! 
salisfy V := L and my ordinal is stable)". 
Examples related to ThL~rem 4.6 
Example 6.3. Suppose (~ is stable, ~ ~ot~ or V= L ~,<2B,  and ~ belongs to 
the well-founded parl of B -  that is, B ha~ a least ~ zw ordinal (though B might 
not be well-founded). Must ~ be E, wfc? No~ unl¢,, B is well-founded {so tha~ 
Theorem 4.6 applies). For Y an ordinal, te~ 
d~v = A~(Lv + ~! A A(lhe complete I l: thv o~ m~ r of [.~. with parameters). 
Let q)(y) be the II~ formula: "'There i~ no proof of -ld~.~,'" Now let (~ be lhe least 
E~ wfc ordinal; ~.~ ~o~ by Remark 2.4. l 'hen O((~,) holds, by Theorem 4.0, So by 
~- ~- ~'ll-lbumled compacmes s" 2q5 
the extension of I1~ indescribability given in Theorem 4.2, O(fl) holds for some 
stab!c ~8<~,, By delhtition of @ and the Barw~se Completeness Theorem. 
tL~, ~ )<21("- E l  for sollle ((', El, such that ~ belong,~ to lhe well-founded p'art of 
E, Bill i['~ is not ~'1 wfc, by lninilnality of ¢,, 
Example 6.4. Can Theorem 4.6 be strengthened so that for every s wfc o', 
L ,  <j V? Nut absolutely. For a counter-example, suppose m{ is countable; by [4, 
Corollm'y 5.8] there exists coumable ~Y >~o~ such that ~ is ~ wfc. But L,,-~ 
since L, ~"(3 is uncountable", where (3 = ~o~. 
Example 6.5. Is the assumption of "'~ ~ mr( or V = L'" necessary for lhc "con- 
verse" part of Theorem 4.6? (That is, can we not replace L,, <~ V b3 L. <t L?) 
We describe a model of set theory where this assumption is necessary (see also 
Question 7.3L Pick ~ such that L., "<2 I,l~ for sonic ~, and such that (~ is an 
inaccessible cardinal, (Fur example, a, can be weakly compact,) Collapse ~ to ~o~ 
by the 1,6vy collapse [10] (or see 1714, 1.3]). Then in M[G], tr is not S, wfc since 
{~ = ~o~ - -  however, ~ is still stable and we still have l., <e l.,~. 
7. Qnestions 
Question 7.1. Can better partial converses bc found for Proposition 2.Y? In light 
of Example 6.4, wc restrict his question as follows: If A is v wfc. does A have a 
S~ end extension? More specifically, can one weaken the hypott:eses of Theorem 
4.15, or prove Theorem 3.5 for all resolvable "~ wfc A? 
Question 7.2. Can Theorem 3.2 be improved so thal every countable v wfc ,4 
satisfies II~ reflection (not just resolvable A)':  A related problem: can one replace 
Example (~.1 with an absolute example? 
Question 7.3. ( 'an Example 6.4 be improved to provide ~n abso'ute xample of a 
"~ wfc set A uch that ,~,4~ V, without assuming V and L ha~e different 
cardinals? A tel lied problem is to improve Example 6.5 so that one doesn't need 
a stronger metatheory than ZFC. 
Question 7.4, Does "~ \~ff compactness imply Ilk indescribabilitv for all A (tim,', 
improving Theorem 3.7t? If so. perhaps "~ wf compactness would imply s ~1 
compactness, f, ,r all A : but in fact, the latter problem needs to be solved even for 
resolvable A. :.,s Theorem 4.5 applies only to sets L,,. 
Question 7.5. Is Theorenl 5.6 still true when the hypoxhesis "'~ ~ cot" or V = L'" is 
removed? If one also replaces "'c~ is "~ wfc by "'a is stable and L,, <2 L~,'" i.e., "~ 
is ~ wfc in L" ,  then the answer is " 'no" - -one  uses a forcing construction to ge~ 
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the set of cardinals< N,,, 1o be undefinable in L. Then whenever l.~ <,L .  x a 
cardinal > N,,,, V~ v~: /and even V. !t is not i1~ over L. even though ~ is v wfc, in 
fact, "'c~ is a cardinal" is equivalent to 
I:-n[f~(n'-r ~ I. ~).~.1" is a function f rom /3 to ~ for some [:I <~] .  
Question 7.6. Does Xewf completeness imply v wf compactness, without the.' 
remlvability assumption in Corollary 5.15? Barwise [AS. V l l l  4.22] mentions this 
problem, for V~-completeness and Vt-compactness of 5r,x. 
Question 7.7. It's not dillicult to prove that for countable A. A is _v wfc ill Suslil 
logic on A is V~-compact. (Suslin logic is studied in Ellentuck [5].) Whm is the 
situation for uncomllable ,at? 
Que;~tion 7.8. Fo, ,~,hidl admissible sets is _vet= s-lll~-Suslin? The proof of 
Theorem 5.6(iii) shows it for L,, that are stable. 
Question 7.9. Can some sorl of proof or "'model existence theorem" be found for 
• ~A - when A is wfc? Some tools might be nice for studvin~ interpolation and 
preservation theorems. Perhaps the bounds in Sih'er [ 13] on the Hanf nunlber of 
~I ' 'vv could be sharpened. 
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